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Accueil / Product And Promotions Marjane November 2016/2016 Product Catalog Marjane Marjane 2018 Ken Scott film The extraordinary journey of extraordinary version of fakirtheattrica Posterdirected Byken ScottBased the extraordinary journey of the fakir who was trapped in a closet Ikea Bossijon Goldmansaurabh Guptaaditi Anandmansaurabh
Guptaaditi Anandgulzar ChahalgrÃ Â © Gire LassalleGenevie Lemaljaime Mateus-TiquestarringDhanushbÃ Â Ã © Â © Â © Nice Bejoerin Moriarybarkhad AbdigÃ Rard Jugnotben MillcinematographyVencent Mathias Afcmusic Bynicolas ErrÃ¨amit TrediproductionCompanies Brio FilmsVamonos FilmSaleph Motion PicturesM! Capital VenturesCope
PicturesMact FilmSlittle (France) June 21, 2019 (06/21/2019) (2011-06-06-21) (2011) Auto red Filmstf1 StudiOdisedBibuited Bysony InternationalRelease Pictures Release Date 30 May 2018 (05.30.2018) [1 ] Time of esecuzione92 MinuteSescountriesFranceIndiaLanguageEsclishBudget $ 20 million [2] Box office $ 3,260,000 [3] the extraordinary
journey of Fakir is a French comedian the Adventure film directed English language in 2018 by Ken Scott and Dhanush. It's based on a novel by Romain Puertolas entitled The extraordinary journey of the Fakir who was trapped in an IKEA closet, which was originally written in French. The film was shot in India, Brussels, Paris and Rome. [4] The film
was released May 30, 2018 in France. [5] It was released in India, USA, Canada, Singapore and Malaysia June 21, 2019. It was also released in 5 different languages; English, French, Hindi, Tamil and Telugu. [1] [6] Plot Ajatashatrutro "Aja" Lavash Patel (Dhanush), who has lived his whole life in a small neighborhood of Mumbai, is a street magician
and a trick that fools people into believing that he possesses powers special magic. It tells the story of him to three children captured by the police and now they are going for a judicial custody of four years. After the untimely death of his mother, he leaves on a journey to find his estranged father in Paris with a false notes of EUR 100. There, he meets
a woman named Marie Riviere (Erin Moriarty) in a furniture store that initially swindles, but he is quickly drawn to her personality. Aja then experiences a series of adventures in wide ranging all over the world, initially in an IKEA wardrobe in London, England, then a Louis Vuitton suitcase in Rome, in Italy, and a hot air balloon to the ship in the
direction of Tripoli, Libya . The ship is robbed the money he earned by selling the shirt on which he wrote an emotional incident from his childhood to him. In Libya, he meets a Somali man named Wiraj (Barkhad Abdi), an illegal immigrant who he met on the road to London. Along with Wiraj Group and the others return the money. In the refugee
camp where he lives Wiraj, he distributes all the money for people in the field. He has enough money for a fake passport and a ticket to India. But before going to India, he went to Paris where he meets Marie, who is now dating another guy. He returned to India and started working as a teacher at school. One day Marie arrives at school and tells
Hague that she left the boyfriend of her, and then they kiss. And with this he ends his story with three children. He then offers to those children to be forgiven for the four-year custody if they attend school every day of Aja, they accept. Just before the film ends, one of the friends asked Aja "It was a true story?" And then Aja says "only the important
parts." Starring Dhanush as Ajatashatru "Aja" Lavash Patel BÃ © s RÃ © BÃ © jo Nelly Marnay Erin Moriarty as Marie Rivière Barkhad Abdi as Wiraj GÃ Â © Rard Jugnot as Gustave Palourde Ben Miller as an officer as Captain Smith Abel Jafri Fik Sarah-Jeanne Labrosse as Rose Kay Greidanus like Pieter Amrutha Sant as Siringh, the Hague Harshad
Kumar mother like vegetable vendor Rakesh Jaiswal as Doctor The film was launched in January 2016 with the Iranian director Marjane Satrapi and actors Dhanush, Uma Thurman and Alexandra daddario in driving roles. [7] However, the director left the project and was replaced replaced Canadian director Ken Scott. The role of Thurman was given
with the French actress BÃƒ Â © Ra Â © beautiful Bejo. [8] Shooting started in May 2017 Mumbai. In his first calendar of the main photography took place in India, Brussels, Paris and Rome. [4] Marketing and release the movie trailer for Australia was launched in August 2018 by Icon Film Australia and New Zealand on YouTube. [9] For distribution
in India the official trailer was launched on June 3, 2019 by Zee Music Company. And he went to take more than 5 million views from his release on YouTube. [10] The extraordinary journey of the fakir released on May 30, 2018 in France. [5] The film is released in India, United States, Canada, UK, Singapore and Malaysia on June 21, 2019. [1] The
film was also dubbed in Tamil as Pakkiri benefiting from Dhanush popularity off. The producers had previously considered the Vaazhkaiyai Thedi Naanum Poren title for the dubbed version. [11] The film was made available for streaming on first amazon video. The soundtrack of the extraordinary journey of the album FakirSoundtrack from Amit
Triveditrecorded2019Studiea T StudiosgenRefeature Soundtracklength11 film: 25LanguageHindi / EnglishLabelzee Music CompanyProduceramit TrivediaMit Trivedi Timeline India Most Wanted (2019) The extraordinary journey of the Fakir (2019) Mission Mangal (2019) the music of the songs It consists of Amit Trivedi, with Texts of Anvita Dutt. The
ropers are Rajiv Sundaresan and Suhas Sawant in the song "Madaari". The Zee Music Company holds the right. [12]. TRACK LISTINGNO.TITLELYRICSSINGER (S) LONGH.1 "ANGRIZI LUV SHUV" ANVITA DUCTAMIT TRIVEDI, JONITA GANDHI3: 392 "MADAARI" ANVITA DUTVISHAL DADLANI, NIKHITA GANDHI3: .. 593 "MAILA MAILA" ANVITA
DUTTMAME Khan, R VENKATRANMAN3: Length 37Total: 11: 25 Awards and Nominations The film won two international awards:. In 2018 he won in Norwegian International Film Festival the Ray of Sole Award [13] and in 2019 in Barcelona Sant-Jordi International Film Festival, won a prize for the best comedy [14] Year Award Category Result Ref.
2018 Norwegian International Film Festival Ray of Sole Won Award [13] 2019 Barcelona Sant-Jordi International Film Festival Best Comedy Won [14] Critical Reception at Review Rotten Tomatoes Aggregator, the film achieved a 60% rating index based on 30 reviews, with one Average rating of 5.64 / 10. The criticism of consent reads, "The
extraordinary journey of the fakir is undermined by his sweetening indulgences, but fascinating central performance of Dhanush is difficult to resist." [15] On Metacritic, the film has a weighted average score of 56 out of 100, based on 8 critics. [16] The New York Times states that the film is "a lively, Voyage.Ã ¢ whimsical [17] Box Office The
extraordinary journey of the fakiro went bad to the box office, collecting millions of $ 3.26 against a budget $ 20 million. [ 18] References. ^ ABC "After getting enthusiastic reviews worldwide, Dhanush to launch Indian trailer of 'The extraordinary journey of the fakir'" The Times of India June 3, 2019. Abstract 6 June 2019. ^ "'The extraordinary
journey of the Fachiro '.: Film Review The extraordinary journey of the fakir The extraordinary journey of the fakir poster "The Hollywood Reporter extracted April 9, 2019. ^." "Box Office Mojo extract 26 June 2019. ^ Ab ..": Dhanush look from the debut of Hollywood released ". FirstPost. 2 November 2017. Abstract 6 June 2019. ^ AB" Tamil
Dhanush version of 'The extraordinary journey of the fakir' to release in July Ã ¢ Times of India ". The Times of India. Abstract 9 April 2019. ^ Keslassy, â €
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